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“Even now they have not found the 
mouth with which to tell of their suffering.”

Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart

Introduction

In the new millennium, all the world’s a market—a complex, globalized network of 
economic, social, and cultural interdependence. Yet the millennial promise of a global household 
(oikoumenē) remains elusive. From Syria to Sudan, the recurrence of intrastate ethnic strife and 
regional instability has riven our global village. Still, life’s unnatural lottery condemns millions 
to poverty and hunger. And even here we prove ourselves Babel’s worthy children, differing not 
only as to what we say is just or unjust, but as to the very meaning of our differences. Will we 
speak of rights, and if so, which rights? Or is such talk mere rhetorical nonsense—“nonsense on 
stilts” as Bentham famously put it?

Such “nonsense,” though, remains a stubborn inheritance. Indeed, I will argue this 
evening that we make sense of rights precisely as rhetoric, i.e., speech aiming “at persuasion and 
conviction.” For human rights, I believe, are best conceived as neither the grand, metanarrative
of the “generalized other,” nor a culturally specific narrative of the “postmodern, liberal bourgeoisie.” As in the South African Truth Commission, rights rather appear as a narrative grammar, a “mouth to tell of suffering” in victims’ testimony. And might it not be a token of enduring western *hubris* that we fail to perceive their originality? For far from being a mere stepchild of Enlightenment rationalism, the notion of rights “lives on and transforms itself” in the passionate remembrance of those who suffer and endure.⁵

This evening, I will offer a reconstructive interpretation of rights in victims’ testimony in Rwanda, the TRC, and kindred translations, illumining the novelty of such use against our inherited theoretical background. For their testimony belies a simple opposition of the politics of individual rights in regnant liberal theory and the politics of the common good in narrative tradition—rival rhetorics that leave little place for a narrative of rights.⁶ As the depth grammar of testimony, rather, rights do not so much displace our native tongues, as let us speak, in Edward Said’s words, of what has been “silenced or rendered unpronounceable.”⁷

Here, then, is the first, indispensable role of rights in testimony: in the words of Baba Sikewepere, blinded and tortured in Cape Town, “coming here and telling you the story.” In anamnestic solidarity with history’s victims, rights reveal what is silenced: history, in Walter Benjamin’s words, as remembrance. But hearing the story demands more: that memory speak in what we do, in redeeming the *cri de coeur* never again. As testimony in the TRC is woven into collective memory, the critical (deconstructive) role of rights becomes a clearing for new stories to be told (the constructive role). And still, there is the fitting measure of retribution and reparation, redress for victims (the reconstructive role). Such a threefold hermeneutic of rights
may well seem odd, if not perverse to a western ear, accustomed to the “strident language of rights” dividing “mine” and “thine”—but it is far from being rhetorical nonsense.

Part I: Redeeming the Silence

When sufferings become unendurable the cries are no longer heard. The cries, too, fall like rain in summer.8

-Bertolt Brecht

The killings began on the evening of Easter Wednesday, April 6, 1994, and continued for three months. By the end, over 800,000 Tutsi as well as Hutu opposing the genocide were massacred. Between the second week of April and the third week of May, it is estimated that the daily rate of killing was at least five times that of the Nazi death camps. Three quarters of the Rwandese Tutsi population fell victim to the genocide; the elderly, children, the infirm, none were spared; nor was there haven. The churches, formerly offering sanctuary, were the first places to be attacked.9 In their environs, “more Rwandese citizens died...than anywhere else.”10

The horror was unmitigated, but not inexplicable; for the killing was due less to atavistic enmity than a racist mythology, nurtured in the colonial period and abetted by Belgian and later French Realpolitik.11 Although favoring elite interests, the totalizing myth of Hutu supremacy divested the imagined “other” of moral standing so that the massacres by the militia (Interahamwe) seemed banal. In a perverse inversion of Emmanuel Levinas’s dictum, neighbor
refused to see the neighbor’s face upon which was inscribed the command: “Thou shalt not
cut.”

So too, members of the Security Council refused to acknowledge the Rwandan killings as
genocide, lest they incur legal obligations under the Genocide Convention to which they were
signatories. At the behest of the U.S., United Nations (UNIMIR) peacekeeping troops in
Rwanda were summarily withdrawn. “The western world appeared concerned only for the fate
of its own nationals.” In the words of the President of Rwanda, Paul Kagame, “All these
powerful nations regarded 1 million lives as valueless, as another statistic and could be dispensed
with.”

Their, after all, is a familiar litany. “Shoah,” “genocide,” “apartheid,” “ethnic cleansing.
Over half a century of solemn declarations has not spared us further atrocity. Walter Benjamin’s
Angelus Novus, the “angel of history” still presides over “wreckage upon wreckage.” Yet “the
suffering and passion of the world”—is never given tout court. Whether we see these cruelest
months as morally tragic or merely an unimportant failure of global politics depends upon
evoking what is effaced, bringing to word the transgressed command. For only then does history
become remembrance of victims, “anamnestic solidarity” in Benjamin’s words, where rights
become a mouth to tell of suffering: their first, critical or deconstructive hermeneutical role. In
testimony, rights elucidate what the dominant powers have “silenced or rendered
unpronounceable.”

Hannah Arendt thus writes: to “describe the concentration camps sine ira [without
outrage] is not to be ‘objective’ but to condone them.” Similar sentiments are voiced in the
International Panel commissioned by the Organization of African Unity (OAU) to investigate the Rwandan genocide:

Our experiences in Rwanda—the witnesses to whom we listened and the memorial sites we visited—often left us emotionally drained.... The nature of these events demands a human, intensely personal response... Readers have a right to expect us to be objective and to root our observations and conclusions in the facts of the case and we have striven rigorously to do so. But they must not expect us to be dispassionate.20

In the wake of the Shoah, the developing corpus juris of international human rights’ law provides the rudimentary rhetoric of such a response. We speak “where language halts”21 of atrocities and crimes against humanity. The term “genocide,” itself of modern coinage, is such an evaluative description, invoking a national, racial, or religious groups’ natural right to exist.22 Such law, of course, remains comparatively weak and the powers of enforcement often wanting, as the unfolding tragedy of the Democratic Republic of Congo or Sudan amply attests. And yet the rhetoric of rights remains a lingua franca, giving voice to what Adolfo Pérez Esquivel describes as our “internationalized conscience” in the testimony of victims.23

So it is, truth commissions, war crimes tribunals, the testimony of international and indigenous NGO’s, and indigenous modes of reconciliation, e.g., gacaca in Rwanda, provide a narrative documentation of rights’ abuse—the rupture, estrangement, and social anomie—apart from which talk of reconciliation remains otiose. In the cries of victims—in their “J’accuse”—what one Rwandese survivor called “the fire inside” finds voice. Before “so much death, so much grief, so many families wiped out,” rights’ talk loses the formally abstract, individualistic patina it has acquired in western liberal theory.24 Here rights recall the horror of the Shoah, the “barbarous
acts” which, says the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, “outraged the conscience of humanity.” And yet, Arendt’s *ira* is never simply given. Indeed, acts of genocide or mass atrocity are barbarous *because* they deny the “first word of the face…‘Thou shalt not kill’.” Like torture, such acts reduce the victim to a state where, in Elaine Scarry’s words, “the created world of thought and feeling, all the psychological and mental content that constitutes both one’s self and one’s world, and that gives rise to and in turn is made possible by language, ceases to exist.” To be reduced to “cries and screams,” to be denied even the mark of Cain’s humanity, this is the “unmaking” of the victims’ world, the effacing of memory.25

Such unmaking, of course, may be the burden of longstanding oppression as much as torture.26 Archbishop Desmond Tutu, Chair of the TRC, speaks eloquently of the consequences of apartheid’s heritage in Southern Africa,

where blacks have had their noses rubbed in the dust by white racism, depersonalizing them to the extent that they have—blasphemy of blasphemies—come to doubt the reality of their own personhood and humanity. They have often come to believe that the denigration of their humanity by those who oppress them is the truth about themselves.27

Apartheid, says Tutu, “systematically stripped Coloureds, Indians and especially blacks of their rights and denuded their humanity.”28 The “system conspired to undermine your sense of worth,” treating “us as if we were things. We had a struggle song, ‘Senzenina? --Isono sethu bubunyama’ (‘What have we done?—Our sin is that we are black’.)”29

Against such blasphemy, victims’ testimony becomes a mouth to tell of suffering. The South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission was charged by the “Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act of 1995” to promote “unity and reconciliation by providing for the
investigation and full disclosure of gross violations of human rights committed in the past.”

Pragmatic considerations, to be sure, impinged upon the practicable mandate of transitional justice, restricting the juridical or “quasi-juridical” critique of apartheid to “gross violations of human rights,” occurring between March 1, 1960 and May 10, 1994. Of the three Committees of the Commission, the first to begin hearings was, fittingly, the Human Rights Violations Committee, which focused primarily upon the victims of apartheid. Through two years of the public testimony, the Committee sought to establish victims’ identity and ultimate fate, as well as those responsible for the atrocities.30 Neither was a victor’s justice meted out, for despite considerable opposition, members of the ruling party (the National Party) who suffered rights’ violations at the hands of PAC (Pan African Congress) or ANC (African National Congress) cadres were invited to testify as well.31 “Principles of the Geneva Convention” were applied “equally to both the former state and the liberation movements.”32

In the TRC, “our nation,” writes Tutu, “sought to rehabilitate and affirm the dignity and humanity of those who were cruelly silenced for so long, turned into anonymous, marginalised victims.”33 Here, testimony evokes what was systemically effaced. “Now through the Truth and Reconciliation Commission,” writes Tutu, victims “would be empowered to tell their stories, allowed to remember and in this public recounting their individuality and inalienable humanity would be acknowledged.”34 Lukas Baba Sikwepere, blinded in a brutal attack by police in Cape Town and later tortured, testifies:

I feel what--what has brought my sight back, my eyesight back is to come back here and tell the story. But I feel what has been making we sick all the time is the fact that I
couldn’t tell my story. But now I–it feels like I got my sight back by coming here and
telling you the story.35

Telling the story is, at once, part of Baba Sikwepere’s story, what is woven into collective
memory.36 And so too the converse; in Jean Baudrillard’s words, “forgetting the extermination is
part of the extermination itself.”37

In East London, Nomonde Calata, wife of Fort Calata, a member of the “Cradock Four,”
testified:38

During the time when the [Eastern Province] Herald was being delivered, I looked at the
headlines. And one of my children said: “mother, look here, the car belonging to my father
is burnt.” At that moment I was trembling because I was afraid of what might have
happened to my husband... Nyami [Goniwe, widow of another of the Cradock Four] was
always supportive, I was still twenty at the time and I couldn’t handle this. So I was taken
to Nyami’s place and when I got there Nyami was crying terribly...

“At this point in her evidence,” says Tutu, “Mrs. Calata broke down, uttering a piercing wail
which in many ways was the defining sound that characterized the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission–as a place where people could come to cry, to open their hearts, to expose the
anguish that had remained locked up for so long, unacknowledged, ignored and denied.”39

Recounting the testimony of Mrs. Calata, the Afrikaner journalist, Antjie Krog, writes,
The academics say pain destroys language and this brings about an immediate reversion to a
pre-linguistic state–and to witness that cry was to witness the destruction of language... was
to realize that to remember the past of this country is to be thrown back into a time before
language. And to get that memory, to fix it in words, to capture it with the precise image, is
to be present at the birth of language itself. But more practically, this particular memory at last captured in words can no longer haunt you, push you around, bewilder you, because you have taken control of it—you can move it wherever you want to. So maybe this is what the Commission is all about—finding words for that cry of Nomonde Calata.40

No word, our course, redeems the unspeakable. “When an act of violence or an offense has been committed,” says Primo Levi, “it is forever irreparable.”41 But in victims’ bearing witness, the breach, the rupture, no longer appears as mere wretchedness. It acquires the quality of tragedy: at once general, when as in genocide or apartheid, the victims are legion, but always, ineluctably particular: that cry of Nomonde Calata. Haltingly, in the telling of victims’ stories, in narrating the gross violations of human rights suffered, we speak the transgressed command: history as remembrance.42

Baba Sikwepere’s testimony shows that he is a victim of apartheid, not a terrorist or criminal as depicted in apartheid media. And so for countless victims like Baba Sikwepere and Nomonda Calata, rights became a “pedagogy of seeing” or imagining evil.43 As Pumla Gobodo-Madikizela, a psychologist serving on the Human Rights Committee observes, the narrative testimony of victims affirms: “you are right, you were damaged, it was wrong.”44 Our descriptions of the killings—and of the “psychic subhumanization” preceding them45—thus not only express their enormity but elicit our outrage. 46 [S]ilence,” writes the legal theorist, Martha Minow, is thus “an unacceptable offense, a shocking implication that the perpetrators in fact succeeded.”

Part Two: Anamnestic Solidarity
In Part One of my talk this evening, I argued our rights do not descend from Kant’s empyrean. Nor are they of merely local and ethnocentric provenance, merely one of innumerable local narratives or petits recits.47 For the rhetoric of basic human rights in victims’ testimony rightly demands our outrage, Arendt’s *ira*. So rights become a pedagogy of seeing or imagining evil. Getting the memory right, fixing it in words, we saw, is the first hermeneutic use of rights in anamnestic solidarity—finding words for Nomonde Calata’s cry. History, Benjamin reminds us, is not an exact science, exhausted by materialist explanation, but remembrance. “[T]he slain,” objects Max Horkheimer, “are really slain,” and the “injustice, the horror, the sufferings of the past…irreparable.” But it is the very irrevocability of the “injustice, the horror, the sufferings of the past” that we remember in the TRC. The *disaparecidos* appear, what the dominant powers have silenced is pronounced; and pace Horkheimer, this critical interpretation (bringing to word the transgressed command) is already an exercise of anamnestic solidarity. Forgetting the extermination, conversely, is part of the extermination.

But how does memory speak? For Horkheimer, the slain cannot claim us; their rights claims pass with the interests or benefits that funded them. “What happened to those human beings who perished does not have a part in the future.” And yet, it is not the pastness of the past that speaks in memory, but its presence. Rights “get that memory,…fix it in words,” and the words command. For Arendt’s moral outrage is not “added” to brute, empirical descriptions of the camps, but is the very condition of our seeing or interpreting them aright. The pastness of the past, then, does not claim us; nor is remembering what the Universal Declaration of Human Rights calls “barbarous acts which have outraged the conscience” of humanity merely useful, e.g., to forestall future genocide. Rather the logic of remembrance (*anamnesis*) is self-implicating: *we*
cannot get the memory right *sine ira*. *Our* history bears the mark of Cain, and so we say, as we must, “never again,” again and again.

We return, then, to narrative. For memory encompasses, not merely the slain, but those, like Nomonde Calata, who cherish their memory; and no less, victims like Baba Sikwepere, who suffer and endure. Torture, atrocity, rape; these too, as Levi reminds us, are “forever irreparable”; *this* is memory’s burden. To think of rights hermeneutically, then, is to extend anamnestic solidarity to all of history’s victims—and no less, to remember the Molochs, the systemic distortions that make victims necessary. And still, we must say more. For the effaced appear in memory as command—the grammar of *anamnesis* binding us, here and now.

The narrative disclosure of gross violations of human rights committed in the past is thus Janus-faced. The critical, deconstructive role of rights in disclosing the “injustice, the horror, the sufferings of the past” sets the stage for the work of narrative construction, forging a shared or collective memory. In the aftermath of the Pincochet regime in Chile, José Zalaquett recalls that while members of the truth commission failed to agree on a common narrative history of the coup, all concurred in denouncing “the human rights violations committed by the military regime.” Such a measure of narrative truth transcending merely local and ethnocentric mores is a sine qua non of subsequent reconciliation, since

society cannot simply black out a chapter of its history; it cannot deny the facts of its past, however differently these may be interpreted. Inevitably, the void would be filled with lies or with conflicting, confusing versions of the past. A nation’s unity depends on a shared identity, which in turn depends largely on a shared memory. The truth also brings a measure of healthy social catharsis and helps to prevent the past from reoccurring.
Zalaquett’s wisdom was reflected in the central place accorded victims’ testimony in the TRC. The telling of stories is, to be sure, no panacea; many stories remained untold in the TRC, nor is the “disclosedness” of truth tantamount to reconciliation (although it is an integral element of it). Still, when TRC submitted its 5 volume report on October 29, 1998, the years of anguished testimony had forged a remarkable narrative linking the stories of over 23,000 victims like Lukas Baba Sikwepere and Nomonde Calata into what Charles Villa-Vicencio describes as “the greater story that unites.” Displayed here, I believe, is the dual heremeneutical role of rights in fostering a passionate critique of supremacist narrative, be it of apartheid or Hutu Power, and of constructing a “shared memory.” In victims’ testimony, the TRC revealed the systemic distortions and evasions of apartheid; no mitigating redescription of apartheid would henceforth serve. But the disclosure of atrocity is a clearing for new stories to be told— in Minow’s words, “a new national narrative,” privileging victims, as we shall see, but just so, resisting closure.

In the “uniquely public testimony” of the TRC, memory speaks. Testifying of being tortured at the age of sixteen says Mzykisi Mdidimba has “taken it off my heart”:

When I have told stories of my life before, afterward I am crying, crying, crying, and felt it was not finished. This time, I know what they’ve done to me will be among these people and all over the country. I have some sort of crying, but also joy inside.

What Wole Soyinka calls “the burden of memory” is borne in such testimony. Wounded memory—“trauma’s lived memory,” in Gobodo-Madikizela’s words—speaks “among these people and all over the country.”

And it is thus rights’ rhetoric fixes the memory in words; for in narrating genocide or apartheid, rights reveal the complex, causal nexus, letting us, in Auden’s words, to “unearth the
whole offence.” To remember the Rwandan genocide or apartheid is to comprehend the constellation of their causes, the preceding acts of which they are the denouement, i.e., the systemic denial of the victims’ mutually implicative claim-rights and the impunity accorded their executioners. Such comprehension of the systemic causes of evil—such remembrance—imposes a primordial responsibility for the victim which we may parse in terms of the duties correlative to basic rights. And these cognate duties comprise not only forbearance, as in philosophical liberalism, but structural protection against further deprivation, and fitting provision of the ethical substance of rights. Typically, such institutional embodiment will entail appropriate constitutional provisions in (re)establishing the rule of law and civic deliberation (restorative justice). Yet perhaps no less significant are traditional forms of mediation such as “gacaca” in Rwanda, or other analogous practices of restorative justice in civil society.

In either event, the shared memory of victims’ testimony must be inscribed in a greater story “conducive to human rights and democratic processes.” The “real reparation we want,” says Albie Sachs, “lies with the constitution, the vote, with dignity, land, jobs and education.” In establishing the TRC, the “National Unity and Reconciliation Act” of the Interim Constitution looked to “a future founded on the recognition of human rights.” And in a characteristically African inflection of rights, Tutu links final success of the TRC’s “narrative project” to fitting redress of the vast economic “disparities between the rich, mainly the whites, and the poor, mainly the blacks.” For “[t]he huge gap between the haves and the have-nots, which was largely created and maintained by racism and apartheid, poses the greatest threat to reconciliation and stability in our country.”
What I have called the disclosive or hermeneutical function of rights appears, then, not only in the deconstructive critique of systematic distortion, but in the constructive “irruption of the poor in history,” in Gustavo Gutierrez’ telling phrase, i.e., their construction as historical subjects, subjects of narration:

Our time bears the imprint of the new presence of those who in fact used to be “absent” from our society.... By “absent” I mean: of little or no importance, and without the opportunity to give expression themselves to their suffering, their comraderies, their plans, their hopes.72

It is this irruption that the TRC documents in the testimony of Lucas Baba Sikwepere, Nomonde Calata and the myriad of those deemed “‘nonpersons’...who are not considered to be human beings with full rights.”73 We remember the effaced; those denied voice, speak. And so it is, in our discursive rendering of the common good, we speak of a primordial responsibility for victims. Our moral entitlement to equal respect or consideration justifies preferential treatment for those whose basic rights are most threatened or denied—in Camus’ phrase, our taking “the victim’s side.”74 For if equal respect does not imply identical treatment, but recognition of the concrete other, so one may distinguish legitimately between indiscriminate regard for moral persons and discriminate response to their differing situations.75 Aquinas’s observation that a servant who is ill merits greater attention than a son who is not, pertains, a fortiori, to equals: the fulfillment of equal basic rights, in materially dissimilar conditions, justifies a discriminate response.76

Now such a discriminate response is expressed in the graduated moral urgency of differing human rights, i.e. the lexical priority of agents’ basic rights to security, liberty, and welfare over
other, less exigent claims, e.g. property rights; and in the differing material specification of duties presumed for the same human rights. A regime of rights may thus embody a legislative or juridical preference for the least favored in society, as in the South African Constitution, e.g., poor women and their families, and differential material entitlements corresponding to the differing interpersonal prerequisites of agency, e.g. the greater nutritional needs of pregnant women.

If, moreover, we believe all equally worthy of being represented, then the claims of those denied such recognition, often through systemic suppression of their basic rights, become (and remain) morally imperious. Seeing the victims’ point of view, e.g., Baba Sikwepere’s epistemic or hermeneutical privilege, emerges as a touchstone of the legitimacy of our prevailing institutional arrangements; only thus can we offer an equitable assessment of our legal enactments, juridical decisions, economic policies, etc. For at issue is not merely a fair, consensual arrangement of inequalities, e.g. Rawls’s difference principle, but the fairness or impartiality of the consensus itself, i.e. persons’ equitable representation in their common social institutions.

Consensus may well be illusory, conversely, if agents' moral powers are repressed in passive acquiescence in servitude, or suppressed in systematically denying their point of view. The epistemic or hermeneutical privilege of the most vulnerable rests, then, not in canonizing a particular point of view, but rather in revealing the partiality of such illusory or coerced consensus, e.g., the systematic distortions of apartheid. Merely including the vulnerable—and here we must always think of women—in existing institutional arrangements, or ameliorating their economic status, will not suffice. For only if the rights of the most vulnerable, including a fortiori
their participatory rights as narrative agents are duly recognized can we arrive at true (valid) judgments of fairness in the design and implementation of policy\textsuperscript{81}–hence their properly epistemic privilege.\textsuperscript{82}

The common good itself thus bids us ask, in the spirit of \textit{ubuntu}: in light of the wreckage, in Benjamin’s words, to which every civilization is heir, who are the most vulnerable in our midst? What policies will \textit{best} protect their basic rights, all things considered? How can those whose basic rights are systemically imperiled be restored to full and equal citizenship? The answers, of course, are never given simply, or once for all. Indeed, a consequentially sensitive account of rights in realizing the common good (the \textit{telos} or finality of embodying a rights regime), invariably admits of degree. In this respect, the common good (of a well-formed narrative) remains a regulative ideal, more or less realized in any given polity: the restorative imperative runs throughout our public reasoning.

But just so, our well-formed narratives, precisely in schematizing rights, comprise a family of language-games, which, as such, are not rigidly limited but open-textured.\textsuperscript{83} For rights are not a moral Esperanto displacing our native tongues—the differing rhetorics (values, ideals, etc.) of our comprehensive conceptions of the common good.\textsuperscript{84} Albie Sachs speaks of “building national unity and encouraging the development of a common patriotism, while fully recognizing the linguistic and cultural diversity of the country.”\textsuperscript{85} And it is recognizing this family resemblance in diverse linguistic and cultural traditions that fosters national unity, i.e., a limited, political common good. We may say, then: (a) Reasoned political speech—Aristotle’s rhetoric—depends on our native tongues (grammar without language is empty); yet precisely \textit{as} reasoned (b), political speech exhibits a common narrative \textit{telos} (language without grammar is blind).
As we argued, a narrative is well-formed precisely inasmuch as it exhibits the deep grammar of rights. Indeed, the very notion of a well-formed narrative becomes a critical type or schema in identifying what Jürgen Habermas terms “systematic distortions” of our civic discourse, e.g., the effacing of the other. Rights talk, we may say, is thus less simply or even primarily talk about rights, than talk–reasoned speech–rights make possible. For if rights bring to word the transgressed command, enjoining a primordial responsibility for the victim, so they disclose the victim’s truth—what Judge Ismael Mahomed of the TRC named the “truth of wounded memories.” What Lucas Baba Skiwepere says is, in part, his saying, the disclosedness \((aleitheia)\) of what Tutu calls his “God-given personhood and humanity.” As narrative grammar, basic rights, temper what we say (rights as side-constraints\(^88\)), even as they function constitutively in our saying, i.e., in preserving and protecting our moral self-knowledge as narrating agents. Grammar never simply constrains our practical speech or rhetoric; for it is not finally one thing to speak and another to speak grammatically. To deny Baba Sikwepere’s or Nomonde Calata’s telling their story, or the kindred conditions of their telling it, conversely, betrays the common good of discourse in our varied narrative and legal traditions—a narrative project which, as the Holocaust historian Saul Friedlander reminds us, must always resist the temptations of closure.\(^89\)

Part Three: Moral Repair

But what of such wounded memories? For as we noted above, although the victims are legion, suffering is always, ineluctably particular. What is owed the victims? What debts are borne by perpetrators? Before turning to this final question, let me summarize my argument thus
far. As we have seen, in victims’ testimony, the abstract, individualist tenor of liberal rights’
theory gives way to an internal, deconstructive critique, e.g., of apartheid narrative. Effective
remembrance rests in the disclosure of systemic rights’ violations (the critical, or deconstructive
role of rights); but no less, in our erecting appropriate institutional guarantees against their
recurrence (the constructive role of rights). In anamnestic solidarity, the faces of the
desaparecidos must appear; the systemic violation of their rights be redressed. Indeed, the third
element of social reconciliation, of appropriate redress for victims, presumes both the discovery
of truth and a restitution (or establishment) of the rule of law.

For to speak of social reconciliation, e.g., through a general amnesty, while effacing the
victim, or while abetting further victimization, is to fall prey to the semantic hubris Jeremiah
decried, “falsely saying, ‘peace, peace’, when there is no peace” (Jer. 6:14). As the Rwandan
theologian, Augustin Karekezi, S.J. observes,

In the light of all that happened, it is clear why the survivors and victims of this
genocide express moral indignation at calls for reconciliation which ignore the issue of
justice. Some even claim that focusing on truth and justice will only serve to open old
wounds and make reconciliation impossible. Such a position ignores the fact that the
wounds will bleed for years. It is not by our looking in the other direction that the victims
will be healed. Those who talk of a ‘general amnesty’ speak from the privileged position
of neutral outsiders who ignore the reality of those who must live with the consequences
of what has been done to them--above all, the widows and orphans.90

Although subject itself to criticism, the conditional amnesty process overseen by the
Amnesty Committee of the TRC required that those applying for amnesty confess their complicity
in gross human rights’ violations. In the amnesty hearings, perhaps for the first time, victims would learn the fate of loved ones—how a spouse was tortured, where a son was buried. Such public admission of guilt, in concert with the discovery of truth and the institution of the rule of law, belies the generation of any counter-narrative that would tacitly legitimate the evasions and systemic distortions of apartheid.91 “No one in South Africa,” says Tutu, “would ever again be able to say, ‘I did not know’ and hope to be believed.”92 In a similar vein, international tribunals, e.g., in Arusha or the Hague, or adaptations of traditional forms of mediation, e.g., gacaca in Rwanda, serve to interrupt the culture of impunity, of killing without consequence, that culminates in further violation.93

Finally, then, redress of evil must, in so far as feasible, honor not only the legitimate claims of retributive justice, but likewise victims’ claims to restitution and reparation. For just as those most vulnerable deserve protection in the design of society’s basic institutions, so systemic failures of forbearance or protection in the denial of basic rights warrant reparation, restitution, rescue, etc. The Reparations and Rehabilitation Committee of the TRC, for instance, despite servere limitations, recognized the specific entitlements of victims in the name of just recompense, and not mere, indiscriminate aid. Innocent suffering, of course, imposes its own obligations; but suffering due to the denial of rights must itself be parsed in terms of rights, lest the specificity of offense be merely ignored or suppressed. The critical role of human rights in discovery of truth and the constructive role of rights in establishing the rule of law, thus culminate in the reconstructive role of specifying ancillary rights and correlative duties of redress.

And it is just this narrative embodiment or schematization of both general and special rights that lets us speak of narrative truth. For as the hearings of the TRC revealed, the world is
not tidily arranged into victims and perpetrators. Under torture, victims betrayed comrades; complicity in atrocity was abetted by fear of reprisal. Bystanders are not for that reason innocent; indeed, “unearting the whole offense” displays a range of culpability. Yet if the critical hermeneutic of rights permits us to identify, pro tanto, victim and perpetrator, so the constructive hermeneutic of rights precludes our essentializing either victim or perpetrator. Under the rubrics of rights, the narrative (legal) construction of identities remains fluid. As the writer Graham Greene once observed: “a writer writes about the victims, and the victims change.” Victims can become executioners; some have. We must count the supremacist essentializing of victimhood among the precursors of genocide in both Rwanda and Bosnia.

Merely to remember, then, is no stay against future atrocity—history has taught us that. But to remember morally is to recognize the command of the face, even of one’s enemy. And so, under the rubrics of rights, we read history, in Bejanmin’s words, as “the history of the suffering or passion of the world.” The universality envisioned in such reading is modest—not “bourgeois civil rights” as the “standard maximalist morality” of the West, but the ethical substance of our ira, the grammar of our dissent. For the concrete universality of schematizing rights finds expression in irreducibly plural narratives, and in the voices, often suppressed in les gran récits, of victims weaving narratives anew. Such weaving, we have seen, is perforce incomplete—the passion of the world, alas, is never spent; but neither, then, is their passionate remembrance.

And is just this solidarity, given in the narrative schematization of rights, we saw, that provides for the family resemblance of well-formed narratives. For inscribed within our narration and rendered in accordance with our diverse cultural wisdom, the grammar of rights allows for a limited rapprochement of our discrete cultural narratives, Xhosa, Zulu, Afrikaner, et al. Even our
disagreements regarding narrative history and appropriate legal or juridical redress are thus
framed against an anterior consensus—in Zalaquett’s words, “a shared memory.” And so too,
official, public apologies, to paraphrase Minow, both “reflect and help to constitute” a shared
memory; for such apologies are, in part, performative locutions, i.e., they (re)interpret the past;
reaffirm the rule of law (“community norms” as a “moral baseline”); and, implicitly, bind the
future behavior of those in whose name the apology occurs. In this latter respect, apologies serve
as promissory notes of restorative justice, redeemable in both general, institutional safeguards
against the offense ever recurring, and specific acts of restitution or reparation. In the redress of
evil, apologies enact our recognition and remembrance of evil; and lack authenticity, where and to
the degree these performances are wanting.

Even the most authentic of apologies, however, does not pay the “price of pain.” “This
inside me…fights my tongue,” says one witness in the Human Rights Committee. “It
is…unshareable. It destroys…words”–even in speaking. Perhaps it must be so, this talk of
rights where language halts. Our shared memories are fragile; they seldom go all the way down.
Indeed, the narrative meaning of a given apology, like that of any institutionalized response such
as the TRC, remains open-textured, depending, in part, upon the history of their consequences
(what Gadamer calls *Wirkungsgeschichte*). And yet where no such moral membrane exists, no
common moral remembrance or reparation, we seem fated to an endless *agon*: “[t]he habit-
forming pain, [m]ismanagement and grief: We must suffer them all again.”

A Concluding Theological Postscript.
Rights, I have argued, are not a mélange of discrete, normative claims of sovereign selves, abstracted from the ensemble of social relations, as in Marx’s critique of classical liberalism. Rather, basic rights and correlative duties hang together grammatically, configuring a coherent rhetorical practice of anamnestic solidarity. Rights, that is, function critically or deconstructively in revealing the truth of wounded memory and constructively in weaving of such memories a “greater story that unites.” Finally, the deconstructive and constructive uses of rights underwrite a reconstructive politics of redress for victims, e.g., legal restitution, reparation, apology, etc. And yet, there is, invariably a moral remainder, legitimate claims that cannot be legitimately (legally) adjudicated.

Wole Soyinka’s eloquent plea for “evidence of mitigation—or remorse” was not justiciable in the TRC’s amnesty hearings; and yet the ritualized character of the hearings orchestrated a social drama in which such demands were made, and perhaps, honored. Though forgiveness fell beyond the purview of the judges, I recall one mother saying to the killer of her son, who begged in tears, “I can never forgive you, for what you have done,” and yet another, immediately following, saying “It is my Christian duty to forgive you.” In the former case, the legal provision of amnesty implied the institutional recognition of the victim’s right to forgive—or, a fortiori, to withhold forgiveness. But the latter case, raises a further question, for what shall we say of such a Christian “duty”? The dictates of morality may reveal the command of the face, our bringing to word the transgressed command. Yet such recognition does not entail forgiveness, nor does the rule of law provide for the love of enemies. How, then, shall we understand the “surplus” of religious meaning? And here, I will speak merely of my own Christian tradition, recognizing the richness of other systems of belief.
In the midst of this disenchanted world, replete with genocide, apartheid, and ethnic cleansing—these “tokens” of modernity—might it not be that our talk of reconciliation becomes, in Levinas’s words, a form of “prophetism” and hence of “revelation”? Yet how, in the face of such tragedy, is one to speak of godly things? The churches must walk humbly here, for their martyrs’ heroism does not absolve them from complicity with the martyr-makers in Rwanda or abetting the systemic distortions of apartheid. Here, too, the victims raise the perennial question of theodicy, a question which resolves itself less as a metaphysical conundrum, than a psalmic lament. For the psalms of lament give voice to the morally tragic character of suffering. Evil is imagined (“How long, Lord, shall the wicked, how long shall the wicked glory...They crush your people, Lord, torment your very own” [Ps. 94: 3, 5]), but goodness remembered—one might even say proleptically remembered (“Happy those whom you guide, Lord, whom you teach by your instruction...You, Lord, will not forsake your people, nor abandon your very own. Judgment shall again be just and all the upright of heart will follow it” [Ps. 94: 12, 14-15]). Unlike Mother Courage’s silence, the lament invokes narrative, and thus, implicitly, the restoration of the narrator—and not infrequently, a retribution to be visited upon one’s enemies (“The Lord... will turn back their evil upon them and destroy them for their wickedness. Surely the Lord our God will destroy them” [Ps. 94: 22-23]).

Interpreted thus, the lament psalms encode the threefold hermeneutical uses of rights: the imagination, remembrance, and redress of evil, albeit in a distinctively religious key. Such reconciliation, to be sure, does not depend upon religious belief in the sense of strict logical implication. Yet the general backing of rights, revealed in the exhibition of respect, may admit of a distinctively religious justification, e.g., our creation in the imago dei. In her response to Simon
Wiesenthal’s *The Sunflower*, Cynthia Ozick writes, “The Commandment against idols is above all a Commandment against victimization, and in behalf of pity. Moloch springs up wherever the Second commandment is silenced. In the absence of the Second Commandment, the hunt for victims begins.” Distinctive religious attitudes and beliefs may thus figure in an ultimate justification of rights, even as religious narrative sublates rights’ rhetoric in interpreting genocide or apartheid. Christianly considered, for instance, rights become markers on the “way” of disciples of Jesus, the Crucified (here, too, we observe the hermeneutic function of rights).

Christian ethics begins, then, not with formal abstraction from the artifice of society, but with seeing, in the faces of the crucified people, the Crucified imago dei—tragedy redeemed in tragedy (Mk. 15: 39). And just as rights’ rhetoric marks the path of discipleship, so Christian narrative tempers the disciple’s interpretation and application of rights. In interpreting rights rhetorically, as a “pedagogy of seeing” or imagining evil, the victim’s face is restored to us as an icon of the Crucified, in Paul’s eucharistic imagery, our “recognizing the body of Christ” (1 Cor. 11: 29). Remembrance of Christ crucified (*anamnēsis*) thus reconfigures local narratives, illumining the moral tragedy of genocide or apartheid. The Christian must remember, because in that remembrance, i.e., in “seeing and having compassion,” she herself is revealed, i.e., proven true, as disciple (Lk. 10: 25-37). And here, too, the surplus of Christian meaning is revealed; for if the Christian “justices,” so in the fullness of *agapē*, justice bears the mark of love: we remember, if only to forgive.

Our rights’ rhetoric, incorporated in Christian narrative, thus illumines “what disciples do” in seeking reconciliation. Authentic reconciliation, as Karekezi argues, presumes a primordial responsibility to the victims, i.e., a recognition of the moral tragedy of genocide or apartheid, and
systemic provision against their recurrence. Yet while neither ceding nor derogating their rights, victims may still, when fitting, forgo their claims (or their full satisfaction) in memory of Jesus who “reconciled us with God” (Rom. 5:10). Such forgiveness, as a form of self-sacrificial agapē, transcends, even as it presupposes, the exacting rhetoric of rights. For forgiveness, cannot be less than just; there is finally no “teleological suspension of the ethical.” Forgiving cannot then reinscribe victimhood. The Tutsi mother or mother of Soweto who forgives her child’s executioner, acts in utter gratuity. Although morally, she too must recognize the divine command upon her enemy’s face: “Thou shalt not kill,” still the dictates of morality do not entail the further command: “Thou shalt love thy enemy.” Here the “Thou” uttered is utterly particular, utterance divine. Only she can forgive and her forgiveness is unexacted: the executioner has no moral claim to her forgiveness, nor can the legacy of suffering deprive the victim of what the jurist Albie Sachs, now a judge on the new South African Constitutional Court, terms her “right to forgive.” And yet what is morally supererogatory may be mandated by our distinctive religious narratives: as the mother said to her son’s executioner, “it is my Christian duty to forgive you.”

Perhaps the final irony is that in the wake of the moral tragedy of apartheid or genocide, the very prospect of attaining a just reconciliation may, indeed, depend upon the morally supererogatory, e.g., victims’ willingness to forgive and sup at the one table. Forgiveness as a miracle of grace, exemplified, for instance, not only by Nelson Mandela or Desmond Tutu, but by countless victims of atrocity, may figure not only in the end, but at the beginning of the arduous process of social reconciliation. Imagining, remembering, redressing the cries that “fall like rain in summer”: these, too, tell of hope in a future with forgiveness, the grace, the terrible beauty, of imagining otherwise.
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